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1) Are all patients in OnCore going to be tagged with a pink flag in EPIC?

   The pink flag in Epic correlates to a patient with an active enrollment status. If a patient is listed as “Off Study” they will not have the pink flag, because this is not an active status. All patients registered in OnCore with an active study will be instantaneously associated to the study in Epic and thus have the pink flag.

2) What is the implication to final billing documentation based on previous guidance to not remove pink flag until all bills confirmed as paid?

   The statuses should be updated in real time. There is no need to wait until the bill is paid to change the status.

3) Confirm that the RPE will address associating, but not linking- or will it?

   Linking will be addressed by CRPC. The RPE integration will not change the practices of linking.

4) Are billing notes still required?

   Billing notes are still required.

5) Will any information land in EPIC from OnCore?

   Yes, everything in the RSH record and all patient enrollment statuses are fed from OnCore. I will cover the data table mapping of forward facing information that will be sent.